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backward [809]. balanced [531, 624, 885]. Banff [650]. Banks [137].
[276, 438, 476, 894, 934]. basilica [693]. basis [543, 565, 691, 739]. Bass
below [227]. Bely’s [527]. Benford [722]. Bernoulli [554]. Berthelot
[652]. Bessel [835]. Bessenrodt [952]. beta [776]. between
[92, 109, 145, 337, 403, 599, 743, 878, 896, 916]. Bianchi [574, 621, 810, 919].
Bias [68, 228, 823, 866]. biases [916]. bidegree [202]. Bielliptic
[244]. Biennial [505]. Bifurcations [914]. Big [63, 737, 849]. bilinear
[321, 793]. Binary [54, 171, 178, 207, 386, 609, 261, 663, 673, 682, 742, 932].
binomial [35]. biprojective [202]. biquadratic [124, 457, 472, 497].

C [282]. Calabi [107, 653]. calculating [47, 640]. Cantor [279].
Capitulation [529, 915]. Carlitz [549, 551, 552, 554, 673, 736]. Carmichael
[459]. Cartan [121]. Case [415, 558, 703, 833, 839, 856, 956]. Catalan
[415, 435]. Category [550]. Central
[23, 43, 74, 270, 474, 528, 570, 633, 730, 804, 858]. Certain
certaines [20]. Cesàro [446]. Ceva [355]. changes [613]. characteristic
[199, 208, 527, 662, 712]. characters [150, 317]. Chebotarev [242, 786].
Chromatic [291]. Chudnovsky [784]. circle [153, 207, 437, 636, 809]. circles
[529, 821, 916]. classical [215, 300, 571, 587, 604]. classicality [781].
Classification [18, 42, 284, 386, 791]. Classifying [731]. closed [426, 484].
closure [232, 870]. CM [120, 156, 275, 664, 737, 792, 862, 876, 945]. CM-points
[156]. co [391]. co-minimal [391]. cocycle [762]. cocycles [621]. coefficient
Cohomology [64, 82, 258, 448, 466, 508, 567, 650, 882, 883]. coincident [293].
colored [929]. Combinations [293, 381]. combinatorics [29, 534]. coming
[564]. Comments [273]. Common [176, 431, 480, 570]. commutative
[490, 515]. commutator [723]. compact [156, 784, 822]. compactification
degenerate [30, 79]. degeneration [447]. Degree
[62, 65, 144, 204, 306, 639, 841, 856, 870]. degree-2 [841]. del [204, 639]. delta
[53]. Demailly [34]. denominators [752]. dense [710, 844]. Densities
[92, 132, 344]. Density
[28, 153, 154, 346, 417, 491, 494, 503, 683, 698, 765, 786, 827]. d’entiers [105].
d’Erdos [105]. derivative [74]. derivatives [103, 499, 764]. descent
Determination [701]. Deuring [273]. developments [642]. Diagonal
[367, 400, 625, 875]. diagonalizable [468]. diamond [937]. Dichotomous
differential [331, 523, 655]. differentials [231, 252]. Digit [438, 776, 914].
digital [489]. digits [304, 353]. dihedral [44, 870]. dimension
[61, 189, 364, 461, 475, 566, 616, 832, 954]. dimensional [61, 236, 567, 922].
dimensions [51, 611, 771]. Diophantine
Dirichlet
discrepancy [612]. discrete [250, 500, 720, 764, 854]. Discriminant
disjointness [30]. displays [653]. Distance [599, 725]. distances [145].
divided [583, 654]. divisibility [28, 131, 169, 383, 779, 871, 913, 945]. divisible
[168, 780, 886]. division [11, 60, 467, 520, 569]. divisor [315, 444, 798, 807].
domains [612, 790]. Double [64, 107, 223, 297, 604, 703, 877, 938]. doubling
[260, 571, 836]. drawn [488]. Drinfeld
[66, 871]. Dynamic [125]. Dynamical [33, 164].

Editorial
[9, 26, 49, 71, 97, 117, 140, 163, 186, 211, 230, 247, 272, 289, 311, 329,
350, 374, 393, 409, 428, 442, 456, 478, 504, 517, 538, 557, 580, 603, 618, 641, 660,
706, 729, 759, 789, 819, 843, 861, 874, 890, 900, 918, 940, 950]. Effective
[141, 262, 285, 489, 527, 629, 657, 774, 782, 911, 925]. Egyptian [795]. Eichler
[635]. eigenform [912]. eigenforms [119, 196, 560]. eigenvalue [711].
eigenvalues [265, 920]. eight [326]. Eisenstein
[133, 223, 308, 330, 381, 411, 584, 596, 735, 750, 814, 905, 951]. elementary
480, 499, 512, 520, 564, 597, 664, 692, 704, 740, 765, 811, 827, 881, 884, 897, 945].
elongated [812]. encoded [808]. Endomorphism [142, 481, 545, 644, 649].
endomorphisms [342, 544, 844]. Engel [304]. ensemble [135]. Entire

Grosswald [238, 372]. group


Infinite [27, 853, 926]. infinitely [157, 302]. inhomogeneous [406, 954].
[41, 206, 262, 264, 322, 336, 476, 565, 586, 628, 690, 697, 739, 828, 830, 850, 893].
[148, 274, 447, 584, 736]. periodic [698, 700, 841]. Periods
[200, 275, 284, 342, 399, 546, 547, 568, 671, 769, 824, 906]. Pezzo [204, 639].
phenomena [236, 837]. phenomenon [273, 609]. physical [859]. Piatetski
Poincaré [405]. point [64, 74, 465, 612, 730, 858, 941]. Points
[4, 21, 34, 63, 156, 202, 262, 264, 302, 322, 326, 336, 355, 380, 404, 424, 440,
451, 460, 480, 499, 520, 563, 698, 771, 790, 841]. Poissonian [51, 502, 826].
polarized [364]. poles [188, 249]. polynomials [93, 106, 130, 184, 203, 212, 245,
274, 357, 383, 422, 479, 681, 718, 731, 738, 747, 750, 775, 780, 782, 785, 805,
815, 864, 879, 888, 909]. popular [198]. position [484]. positive [199, 277, 491,
495, 527, 662]. possible [415, 703]. Potentially [335, 468]. pour [105]. power
[5, 112, 177, 384, 416, 523, 551, 630, 699, 834, 844, 921]. Powers
Preface [506]. premiers [105]. prescribed [217, 282, 324, 597]. primary
[780]. Prime [6, 22, 105, 106, 151, 158, 174, 177, 182, 224, 260, 206, 359, 364, 446,
[22, 23, 27, 68, 125, 126, 128, 137, 157, 178, 194, 242, 337, 410, 421, 485, 521,
532, 591, 593, 609, 734, 777, 780, 786, 827, 866, 872, 884, 896]. Primitive
[414, 449, 866]. principle [136, 323, 383, 615, 661, 796, 856, 945]. pro [525].
pro- [525]. Probabilistic [340, 767]. Problem
[18, 33, 54, 124, 250, 276, 314, 337, 365, 452, 470, 514, 561, 807, 923]. problems
[282, 389, 754, 921]. Product [275, 362, 388, 397, 437, 670, 672, 885].
product-one [672]. products [133, 194, 243, 300, 411, 596, 697, 932]. progress
[164]. progression [181, 209, 600]. progressions [368, 444, 459]. projections
[85, 131, 257, 387, 390, 486, 628, 720, 755, 808, 942]. property
[15, 173, 183, 802, 875]. proportions [920]. pro solvable [615]. Pseudo
Pythagorean [577].

Quadratic [19, 42, 83, 87, 95, 114, 161, 173, 178, 181, 207, 221, 344, 395, 400, 402,
420, 421, 443, 450, 454, 483, 518, 576, 600, 609, 663, 666, 675, 693, 701, 755, 768,
813, 815, 840, 852, 855, 875, 880, 882, 891, 897, 903, 909, 931, 958]. quadratics
[910]. quadrilateral [575]. quantities [742, 957]. quartic
[98, 404, 474, 754, 884]. Quasi [433, 778]. Quasi-inner [433]. quasi-modular
questions [497]. quinary [875]. quotient [244]. quotients

sections [473]. sector [725]. sectors [485]. Selberg
semi [214, 520]. semi-abelian [520]. semi-decomposable [214].
semigroups [909]. semistable [32, 524]. September [185, 427, 659, 939].
sequence [28, 256, 370, 498]. Sequences [56, 88, 131, 169, 171, 179, 181, 212,
357, 386, 431, 501, 531, 685, 700, 735, 814, 850, 905, 907, 951].
Serre [95]. set [205, 279, 282, 307, 780, 827].
sets [59, 124, 128, 132, 153, 261, 397, 425, 461, 663, 667, 716, 773, 787, 892].
Signatures [317]. signs [159]. simple
[18, 23, 53, 201, 364, 407]. Simply [894]. Simultaneous [178, 721, 841, 948].
single [205]. singular [141, 446, 494, 503, 839]. singularities [64]. site [149].
slopes [473]. Slow [100, 287, 756]. Small
[125, 260, 337, 369, 380, 485, 687, 836, 893]. small-exponent [369]. smallest
[774]. Smallness [792]. Smarandache [263]. smooth [181, 294]. Solution
[749]. solutions [318, 415, 625, 628, 703, 709, 751]. solving [785]. Some
[18, 58, 107, 197, 257, 297, 300, 337, 352, 457, 458, 464, 465, 497, 534, 567, 666, 685,
spaces [55, 265]. spacing [273]. spanning [865]. sparse [780, 785]. Special
[146, 177, 456, 548, 671, 700, 832, 898]. specialization [704]. specified
[304]. sphere [37]. spheres [55, 145, 925]. spin [6, 414, 757, 902]. spinor
Square [120, 244, 614, 632, 681, 688, 834, 847, 877]. square-free [244, 632].
Square-reflexive [681]. squarefree [476, 635]. squares
[173, 279, 521, 627, 855, 891]. stability [658]. stable [222]. standard
[284, 366]. Stark [901]. statistic [763]. Stein [72]. Steinberg [395, 882].
Stern [674]. strategy [898]. stretched [790]. Strong [173, 266, 875].
stronger [109]. strongly [61]. structure [118, 231, 335, 712, 773, 808].
structures [125, 201, 655, 878]. study [178, 690, 859]. Sturm [646].
Sturm-type [646]. Sturmian [200, 943]. style [955]. Subconvexity
[12, 586, 741, 794]. subcovers [791]. subgeneral [484]. subgroup
submodules [717]. subrings [590, 779]. subschemes [484]. subsequence
[256]. subset [923]. subset-sum [923]. Subspace [214, 484, 782]. successive
sufficiently [34]. Sum
[7, 68, 127, 256, 279, 371, 390, 514, 627, 638, 687, 696, 787, 893, 910, 923].


Super-isolated [16]. Supercuspidal [748, 760]. supernormal [763].

supersingular [460, 492]. supplements [389]. surface [204, 437]. surfaces
[64, 110, 129, 156, 245, 322, 334, 424, 448, 481, 620, 639, 704, 801, 822, 881].


Swinnerton-Dyer [66, 871]. symbol [174, 605, 804]. symbols [919].
symmetric [120, 348, 528, 636, 699, 770, 834]. symplectic [346, 849]. systems
[10, 104, 166, 285, 625, 677, 828]. Systolic [726].

table [294]. taken [22]. Tamagawa [524, 597, 683]. tame [452, 804]. Tate
[37]. Taylor [241]. tempered [80]. Tensor [168, 547]. term
[209, 216, 240, 446, 688, 750, 847]. terms [28, 171, 346, 926]. Ternary
[195, 400, 600]. Test [73, 114, 730]. th [174, 533, 569, 921]. their

Theor [757]. theorem

Théorème [105]. theorems [58, 68, 166, 182, 296, 489, 587, 895]. theoretic
[690]. Theta [47, 91, 225, 429, 482, 513, 735, 828, 932]. third [279]. Thompson
[407]. Three [29, 378, 638, 684, 711, 839, 886]. threefolds [107, 653]. time
[114]. topological [192]. topology [334]. tori [854, 856, 922]. Torsion
torsors [615]. total [725, 837]. totally [84, 177, 388, 712]. totient
transcendental [24, 282]. transfer [102]. Transformation [41, 148].
transforms [733]. translates [105]. tree [746]. trees [673]. triangle [784].
triangles [172, 348, 355, 740, 816]. triangular [195, 726, 863]. trigonometric
[742]. trinomials [727]. Triple [312, 388, 885, 908]. triples [113, 620].
Triquadratic [799]. triviality [947]. truncated [143]. tuple [570]. tuples
[322, 362, 552, 654, 822, 907]. Twisting [254]. Twists
[72, 78, 177, 402, 443, 668, 765, 884, 891, 953]. Two
[33, 194, 306, 330, 344, 345, 370, 520, 627, 848, 863, 886, 901, 920]. two-division


XIII [598].

Yau [107, 653].

functions [522,714]. Zhi [351,352]. Zhi-Wei [351,352]. Zumkeller [257].
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